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Abstract
Aluminum combustion research is a field of great interest currently, and has been
for quite some time.

To date, however, all research into the field of aluminum

combustion has taken place at relatively low pressures, either near atmospheric or
pressures found in rocketry environments, which are orders of magnitude less than the
pressures to be found in a post-detonation environment such as with thermobaric
weaponry. To address this lack of data, a ballistic compressor was modified to produce
peak pressures of 100,000 psi and maximum heating rates exceeding 106 K/sec to
simulate a post-detonation environment.
A series of tests was run with 9 and 32 μm Al particles, both with and without a
nickel coating. The two sizes of particles were chosen to explore the effect of diffusion
versus kinetically controlled combustion at high pressures. Previous research indicated
that a nickel coating on aluminum particles lowered the ignition temperature, and the Nicoated particles were to determine if this held true at higher pressures. These tests were
run at peak test pressures of 20,000, 40,000, and 60,000 psi.
The results of the testing regimen demonstrated that the nickel coating did indeed
lower ignition delay when compared with the uncoated particles, and overall had higher
observed intensities. The 9 μm particles also had a substantially shorter ignition delay
than their 32 μm counterparts. The 20,000 psi experiments produced notably lower
observed light intensities in the 32 μm uncoated particles than the 40,000 psi tests,
indicating that many more particles were burning at the higher pressures. The fact that
the Ni-coated 32 μm particles had high observed light intensity values in both the 20 and
40,000 psi tests indicates that the nickel coated particles can burn at much lower
pressures.

Unfortunately, the 60,000 psi tests produced inconclusive results due to

damage to the sapphire viewing windows.
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1. Introduction
Background Information
The use of energetic particles, the most notable of which is aluminum, in
combustion applications as a source of energy has been going on for over 50 years. [1] In
the case of rocketry, energetic particles are used either as the primary fuel source, such as
with the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters, or as a fuel additive to increase
performance. [2]

In the case of munitions, energetic particles are often added to

conventional explosives to improve performance. If this is taken to the point of making
the explosives oxygen-deficient, to where the weapon is reliant on aerobic combustion to
reach maximum output by lengthening the duration of the detonation, then such a device
is referred to as a thermobaric (TBX) weapon, and has applications where a longer
duration explosion is desirable. [3]
Research Motivation
To date, practically all aluminum combustion research has taken place at
pressures ranging from near atmospheric to those characteristic of rocket motors. The
highest pressure test used by Beckstead in his database for correlating burning times was
at approximately 200 atmospheres. [1] The pressures characteristic of TBX applications
are several orders of magnitude higher.

The ability to collect data at pressures,

temperatures, and heating rates characteristic of TBX detonations is essential in order to
design accurate predictive models that are capable of designing efficient TBX weaponry.
One current issue with the use of aluminum particles in thermobaric devices is
that since aluminum is rather difficult to ignite, a substantial portion of the aluminum
particles in a payload may not undergo full combustion during a detonation. As TBX
weapons are often delivered by aircraft or artillery, where every ounce is at a premium,
this is obviously a suboptimal result. As a consequence, ways to improve the ignition
characteristics of aluminum are a hot topic of research. One such way is to have a thin
nickel coating on the aluminum particles.

Experiments by Shafirovich et al. [4],

Shafirovich et al. [5], and Boyd et al. [6] have all found that a nickel coating lowers the
ignition temperature of aluminum particles, which would reduce the initial energy
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necessary to initiate aluminum combustion. However, none of these tests have been
conducted in conditions similar to that following a TBX event.
In order to address this lack of knowledge about aluminum combustion during a
TBX detonation, the High Pressure Combustion Lab (HPCL) at the Pennsylvania State
University (PSU), under contract with the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA),
part of the Department of Defense, has begun to investigate the combustion of aluminum
particles at ultra-high pressures and heating rates. The HPCL is in possession of an
experimental apparatus known as a ballistic compressor, which is capable of recreating
test conditions characteristic of TBX devices, and has modified it extensively for use in
aluminum combustion research.
Research Goals
The goal of the research presented in this thesis was to conduct a series of tests
using the ballistic compressor at the HPCL to explore the ignition and combustion
characteristics of aluminum particles when subjected to ultra-high pressures and
temperatures. In order to determine these characteristics, the ignition timing, combustion
temperature, and combustion intensity of the aluminum particles would be recorded
during each test.

In particular, the effects of the following on the combustion of

aluminum particles were deemed to be paramount:
•

Effect of particle size

•

Effect of the presence or absence of a nickel coating

•

Effect of peak pressure and heating rate

•

Effect of the composition of the test gas atmosphere

The end deliverables of the research project were to have a fully functioning research
system for use into aluminum combustion at ultra-high pressures and heating rates, and a
series of preliminary conclusions about each of the effects mentioned above.
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2. Literature Review
Before beginning any research into aluminum combustion, it was necessary to
search through the current literature on the subject to determine if similar research had
already been done and to study the methods used to do said research. It was also
necessary to properly study the tools used to collect data in order to understand their
limits. The results of this literature review are presented below.
Aluminum Particle Combustion Research
In his 2005 paper, Beckstead [1] brought together an enormous amount of prior
aluminum combustion research to create a database for the correlation of the burning
time of aluminum particles.

This database composed practically every source with

multiple test conditions and enough data points to show a trend; a summary of this
database is shown below as Table 1. The experiments in this database had a wide variety
of initial conditions, with different ignition methods, initial temperatures, pressures, and
test gas atmospheres, and many different aluminum particle sizes.
Table 1: Database used by Beckstead for the correlation of burning times of aluminum
particles [1]
Init. Dia,

Init. Temp.,

Di (μm)

Ti (K)

15‐67

Gas Concentration, Mole %

References

H2O

O2

CO2

CO

N2

Ar

HCl

2510

Press.,
P
(atm)
1

17‐18

5‐6

12‐14

0

63‐65

0

0

[7],[8]

60‐96

2200‐3200

1‐204

0.5‐50

0‐27

9‐50

9‐41

9‐41

0

0‐21

[9]

32‐49

2500

1

0‐17

8‐16

13‐43

0

40‐58

0

0

[10]

23‐94

3000‐3189

25.5

27‐34

0‐4

17‐23

9‐30

13‐20

0

0‐8

[11]

24‐74

298

2‐5

0

10‐30

0

0

70‐90

90

0

[12]

250‐400

298

1

0‐3

15‐75

0‐50

0

0‐80

0‐85

0

[13]

300‐760

1809‐1827

1

29‐31

10‐25

27‐30

15‐49

46‐64

0

0

[14], [15]

20

2225‐2775

85‐34

0

99

0

0

1

0

0

[16]

35‐40

298

1‐39

0

21

0

0

79

0

0

[17], [18]

40‐70

3000

1

66‐89

11‐16

0‐18

0

0

0

0

[19]

106

2300

13‐22

41‐38

0‐11

12‐16

9‐2

10

0

18

[20]

90, 200

298

1

0

5‐100

0

0

5‐90

0‐95

‐

[21], [22]

185‐500

298

1‐40

0

0‐20

0‐100

0

0‐80

0‐80

0

[23], [24]
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While Beckstead was able to produce a correlation for the burning time of
aluminum particles that closely matched the data presented, which is based on the D2 law
of liquid droplet combustion, all of the research this correlation is based on is at pressures
orders of magnitude less than the tens of thousands of psi that is typical of a TBX
detonation.

In order to demonstrate that the correlation is also valid at ultra-high

pressures, a series of tests at such pressures would need to be carried out. An overview
of the methods currently used to ignite aluminum particles is in order to determine if
existing methods are suitable for such research.
Currently, there are five methods of igniting particles that are used for energetic
particle research. These are thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), gas burner ignition,
laser ignition, shock tube, and propellant ignition. A brief summary of their upsides and
drawbacks are presented below.
TGA studies of aluminum particles are useful in that they provide valuable
fundamental data and are capable of very precise control over the concentrations of
oxidizer species. Their downsides are that the heating rates are limited to a maximum of
a few degrees Kelvin per minute and are usually limited to pressures near atmospheric
conditions. For these reasons TGA is unsuitable for producing data that is directly
applicable to TBX research. [25], [26]
For TBX research, studies of gas-burner-ignited particles are superior to TGA in
that they heat the particles at much faster rates by passing particles through a gaseous
flame. However, gaseous burners are almost always run at atmospheric pressures due to
the difficulty in controlling a gaseous flame at high pressures. The nature of gaseous
flames also limits the control over the temperature and oxidizer conditions that the
aluminum particle experiences. The use of a laser to ignite the particles with a beam of
coherent light has certain advantages over a gas burner in that the oxidizer concentrations
can be more easily controlled and it is not limited to atmospheric pressure, but all
research to date has taken place at pressures several orders of magnitude less than that
characteristic of TBX detonations. [4], [6], [19], [27-30]
The ignition of aluminum particles via shock waves in a shock tube is capable of
higher pressures than atmospheric burners (up to approx. 500 psi), and this method of
research also has excellent control over oxidizer and temperature characteristics. While
4

better than the previous two options, and very useful for generating correlations for
propulsion applications, the maximum pressures are still far below that characteristic of
TBX detonations. [31-35]
The use of propellants to ignite aluminum particles is capable of very high heating
rates and pressures exceeding 200 atmospheres, but the drawbacks are severe. The
corrosive environment, poor control of oxidizer species, and other difficulties effectively
limit the use of this method to rocketry studies, as the propellants create conditions very
similar to that of a rocket motor. [7], [9-11], [36]
From the above review of the available aluminum combustion literature, it
becomes apparent that there is currently no testing method capable of accurately
simulating post-TBX detonation conditions, and that a modified ballistic compressor at
the HPCL could be capable of filling a gap in current experimental methods with its
ability to generate ultra-high pressures and heating rates. By setting the test gas mixture
as desired, it is possible to carefully control the oxidizer mixture for the combustion test
to properly simulate the atmospheric conditions for TBX research. As there is no record
in the aluminum combustion literature of the use of a ballistic compressor, some research
into ballistic compressors themselves will also be necessary.

Ballistic Compressors in Research
Ballistic compressors have been used in research for over 50 years [37]. Ballistic
compressors operate by using a free piston accelerated down a tube to compress a test
gas, and the pressure generated can be substantially higher than the initial pressure
imbalance. The pressure generated by a ballistic compressor is substantially higher than
what can be produced by a shock tube, and a study by Alkidas, Plett, and Summerfield
[38] shows that shock formation by the free piston is negligible within the ballistic
compressor. The compression of the gas is ideally isentropic, but mechanical losses such
as friction and gas leakage prevent this from being the case, with the possibility of the
experimental result having a large variation from the theoretical prediction [39], requiring
careful modeling to accurately predict the test conditions.
The primary use of ballistic compressors in research has been in the study of the
“…chemical and physical properties of gases under high-pressure and high-temperature
5

conditions,” [38] an application for which they are well suited. One example in the
literature is capable of producing one billion pascals of pressure and temperatures of
15,000 K [40].

Ballistic compressors are not solely limited to the study of gases,

however, as a study of steel erosion by Alkidas et al [41] demonstrates. Despite the
valuable tool that it represents, the use of ballistic compressors for combustion research is
rare and mainly limited to the study of liquid propellants ([42], [43]), although some
research into solids combustion does exist in the literature ([44]). From this review, it
can be seen that the research reported in this thesis is a blend of two mature fields of
research; namely, ballistic compressors and aluminum combustion.
Pyrometers in Combustion Research
Measuring the temperature of the burning particles in a ballistic compressor
presents several difficulties. The short time duration of the main event prevents the use
of thermocouples or resistance thermometers, as any thermocouple or thermometer small
enough to have a sufficiently low thermal capacitance to capture the temperature change
would be too physically fragile to survive the sudden temperature and pressure changes
inside of the ballistic compressor.

The use of spectroscopy, either emission or

adsorption, is capable of measuring the temperatures produced by combustion, but as the
use of emission and adsorption spectroscopy is based upon the transitions of a molecule
from one state to another, such as the B-X transition for gaseous AlO [45], the use of
spectroscopy would be unable to determine the ignition temperature of the aluminum
particles, only the combustion temperature. Also, spectroscopy is used for measuring the
temperature of gaseous products, but is incapable of measuring the temperature of
condensed phases such as Al and Al2O3. Because of these limitations, the method chosen
to measure the particle temperature was that of pyrometry.
The main premise of pyrometry is that all emission is produced by thermal
radiation from the particles of interest, and by fitting the emissions at various
wavelengths to a blackbody radiation curve governed by Planck’s law, an estimate of the
surface temperature of the particles can be obtained [46]. Due to the fact that the
pyrometer will be viewing multiple particles during the burn, and that thermal radiation
increases as the fourth power of the temperature, causing the higher-temperature particles
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to emit far more strongly than lower-temperature particles, the observed temperature can
be taken to be the maximum temperature of the particles at that point in time [45].
Since pyrometry assumes that Planck’s law solely governs the thermal emissions,
it is essential that any emissions due to molecular interferences are not located in the
wavelength bands being used to determine the temperature. In the case of aluminum
combustion, the transformation between states of aluminum oxide (AlO) results in very
strong emissions centered around 485 nm [47]. As a result, pyrometers set up to measure
aluminum combustion must avoid this portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
While a two color pyrometer is capable of measuring the temperature of an object,
there is no method to determine the uncertainty of the measurement from the resulting
data alone. By measuring the emitted radiation at several (>2) wavelengths, it is possible
to both examine the data for error and increase the accuracy of the pyrometer. While it is
possible to insert the data from the three-color pyrometer into an algorithm to arrive at a
surface temperature measurement, as ratio pyrometry is very sensitive to measurement
noise, and this sensitivity increases rapidly as more terms are included [48], it is better to
treat the three-color pyrometer as three two-color pyrometers and average the
temperatures.

7

3. Method of Approach
Ballistic Compressor Concept
In order to properly illustrate the functioning of a ballistic compressor, Figure 1
below is a cartoon schematic of the ballistic compressor at the HPCL before and after
firing. Before firing, the selected energetic particles are loaded into the test section,
which is then sealed. The test gas, if desired, is allowed to fill the compression tube and
test section. An inert drive gas is then inserted into the driver section and pressurized to
the desired level. In order to fire the ballistic compressor, the fast-acting valve is opened,
which creates a pressure imbalance on the free piston, which then moves down the
compression tube towards the test section, compressing the test gas. Once the pressure at
the downstream end of the free piston exceeds the driving force, inertia carries the free
piston towards the end of the compression tube, continuing to compress the test gas to a
pressure far above that in the driver section. The free piston comes to a halt just before
reaching the end of the compression tube, as shown in the bottom of Figure 1, and then
reverses, pushed away from the test section by the high pressure of the compressed test
gas towards its initial position. The piston oscillates along the compression tube until its
motion is fully damped by friction. The main pressure spike is very short, on the order of
a few milliseconds, requiring very fast equipment to record data about the combustion of
energetic particles inside the ballistic compressor.
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Ballistic Compressor Before Firing
Optical Access for 3-color Pyrometry

Fast Acting Valve

Driver
Section

Driven Section

Transition Section

Piston

PT Port
Piston

Compression Tube

Particle
Cloud

Gas Reservoir

Test Section
Ballistic Compressor After Firing

Figure 1: Cartoon schematic of operation of ballistic compressor both before and after
firing [49]
Modifications Made to Ballistic Compressor
The ballistic compressor at the High Pressure Combustion Lab is shown below in
Figure 2. The four main sections of the ballistic compressor are labeled for convenience.

Gas Reservoir

Transition Section
Compression Tube

Test Section

Figure 2: Ballistic Compressor at HPCL after modifications
As the ballistic compressor in the possession of the HPCL was not properly set up
for research into particle combustion, a project to modify the ballistic compressor for this
9

purpose was undertaken by Matthew Sirignano, a Graduate Assistant at the HPCL, from
April of 2010 to July of 2011. While the full details of these modifications may be found
in Mr. Sirignano’s thesis [50], a summary of the modifications made is presented below.
The ballistic compressor belonging to the HPCL was last used by the Princeton
Combustion Research Laboratories for the characterization of the mechanical properties
of insensitive solid propellant grains under dynamic loading. As this original setup was
not considered suitable for energetic particle research, it was necessary to modify the
ballistic compressor to make it suitable by creating a new test section. The first step in
this process was to create a predictive model of the ballistic compressor, which was done
by Dr. Ryan Houim of the HPCL. [49] This code simulated the ballistic compressor as
three gas regions: the main gas reservoir, the portion of the compression tube upstream of
the free piston, and the test section and compression tube downstream of the free piston.
By modeling the gas flow from the main gas reservoir to the compression tube upstream
of the free piston, the code can predict the motion of the free piston and the pressure and
temperature in the gas regions as a function of time. In order to properly validate this
predictive model, a series of tests were undertaken to characterize the discharge from the
gas reservoir and another series of tests was conducted to compare the pressure-time trace
from a sensor at the end of the compression tube with the model. It was found that the
model was able to predict the first pressure peak to an accuracy of within 10% of the
measured peak pressure, which was considered sufficient to use the model in assisting the
design of a new test section.
The new test section was designed with optical access through two window
assemblies located at the sides of the test section, a piezoelectric pressure transducer
installed in the end plug for measuring the pressure in the test section, and a particle
levitation system as the inner chamber of the test section. The window assemblies
feature a series of optical sapphire windows through which the inner chamber may be
viewed directly. The levitation system consists of the inner chamber, two fiberglass trays
with conducting inserts, and two end plug seals at the top and bottom of the test section to
seal around the electrode leads that connect the high voltage power supply to the
conducting plates. The levitation system was designed to levitate the aluminum particles
between the two plates so that some of the aluminum particles would be in front of the
10

window assembly during the test. All metal parts were machined out of Vascomax C300,
a high-strength maraging steel alloy. An exploded view of the test section can be seen in
Figure 3 below.

1

4

2

6

5

3

Number

Part

1

Test Section

2

Window
Assembly

3

Electrode Seal

4

Levitation
System

5

End Plug

6

End Plug
Retainer

Figure 3: Exploded view of test section with labeled parts [50]
The test section design went through several iterations to reduce the interior test
section volume to prevent the free piston from striking the transition section. The
windows were also redesigned after a thorough finite element analysis (FEA) revealed
possible problems with the window assembly at high pressures, as the time frame of the
pressure spike is so short that it acts as a hammer on the window surface. The final result
was a test section design that would withstand peak pressures of 100,000 psi.
Validation Testing
The validation testing of the new test section was conducted in two stages
conducted by HPCL Graduate Assistants Matthew Sirignano and Garrett Lee during July
2011. The first stage was a series of inert gas tests to determine whether the revised
ballistic compressor could achieve the necessary pressures, as well as determining the
appropriate initial conditions for reaching a desired testing condition, and how close this
was to the predictive model with the new test section installed. The second stage was a
series of tests of energetic particles to confirm that the revised ballistic compressor could
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gather useful test data. Further details of this validation testing are presented in Mr.
Sirignano’s M.S. thesis. [50]
The series of inert gas tests began with an inert test with a peak pressure of
approximately 20,000 psi and slowly ramped up towards a maximum peak pressure of
100,000 psi.

During the fifth test in this sequence, which had a peak pressure of

approximately 55,000 psi, the transition section insert was forcibly ejected from the
transition section of the ballistic compressor. The transition section insert was a steel
cylinder that was designed to fit into the transition section and reduce the volume thereof,
which since it is beyond the compression tube is effectively wasted test section volume.
A picture of the recovered transition section insert is seen in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Transition section insert after forcible ejection
Due to the ejection of the transition section insert, the maximum peak pressure
safely attainable by the ballistic compressor was reduced from 100,000 psi to 80,000 psi,
as with a larger test section volume, there will be less decelerating force on the free
piston as it approaches the end of its travel, which could lead to the free piston slamming
into the end of the compression tube at a speed of the order of 70 meters per second,
which would obviously not be a desirable outcome.
As the test section volume was found to mainly affect the distance traveled by the
free piston as opposed to the peak chamber pressure obtained, the tests were continued in
an attempt to reach 80,000 psi, but the maximum peak pressure obtained was just over
60,000 psi. The test section was disassembled and thoroughly inspected to find the
cause, and upon disassembly two items of note were discovered. The first was that the
electrodes had been cut at the base of the electrode seal, while the remainder of the
electrodes in the test section remained wholly intact. This is believed to be due to
incoming high-temperature gas stagnating around the base of the electrode seal and
pyrolyzing the electrode. Because of this, new electrode materials would be required to
12

successfully implement the particle levitation system. The second item of note was that
the o-ring seals around the window assemblies were damaged after each test, suggesting
that the peak chamber pressure plateau was due to gas leaking around the rubber o-rings
and that approx. 60,000 psi was the sealing limit of the current design.
For the second stage of validation testing, four combustion validation tests were
run using air as the test gas to ensure the functioning of the ballistic compressor as a valid
tool for energetic particle research. These tests were conducted with the levitation system
off due to the damage sustained during the inert testing. Due to the massive inrush of test
gas into the test section during the experiment, it was decided to use the combustion
validation tests to determine whether the aluminum particles would be entrained in the
gas flow, thus making the levitation system an unnecessary complexity.
The first two tests did not receive a response from the three-color pyrometer set
up to capture the event. This was discovered to be due to a loose ground wire in the
pyrometer setup and was corrected. During the third test, with Silbecote aluminum flakes
as the energetic sample, a strong response was picked up by the three-color pyrometer
during the first pressure peak. An even stronger response was picked up during the
fourth test, which was conducted with 32 μm nickel-coated aluminum flakes. The larger
particles were used during the fourth test to ensure that the larger particles would be
properly entrained into the flow. The responses picked up by the pyrometer on the 660
and 750 nm wavelengths are shown below in Figure 5 (the PMT recording the response
at 850 nm was disconnected due to a faulty connection). The flat plateaus in the data
correspond to the saturation of the photomultiplier tubes in the pyrometer, which
indicates that a higher level of neutral density filtering would be required for future tests.
Due to the saturation, a meaningful temperature result could not be obtained from either
test; however, the strong response indicates that the three-color pyrometer was able to see
and record the combustion event without a particle levitation system.
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Figure 5: Corrected light intensity-time traces of 660 and 750 nm wavelength emissions
from energetic particle combustion tests using Al flakes (left) and Ni-coated 32 μm Al
particles (right) [50]
The results of the inert and combustion validation tests indicated that while the
ballistic compressor was a functional tool for combustion research, it would be greatly
aided by several modifications to the new test section to improve the sealing capability of
the test section and increase the maximum peak pressure achievable by the ballistic
compressor. The modifications made are presented in the next section.
Further Modifications to Ballistic Compressor
Due to the loss of the transition section insert during the inert gas tests, and the
discovery that the particle levitation system was unnecessary, it was decided to
commission a new inner chamber without the levitation system. The new inner chamber
is made out of Vascomax C300 maraging steel to ensure sufficient strength and to
prevent any galvanic reaction with the test section chamber.

The gross external

dimensions for the inner chamber are unchanged, with the electrode channels and the
slots for the conducting trays removed. The center slot arrangement was replaced with a
round through hole, and the shallow hole at the top of the inner chamber serves as an
aligning aid through the electrode access holes in the test section chamber.

The

tolerances of the counterbores for the window assembly were improved to aid sealing. A
picture of the two inner chambers can be seen in Figure 6 below, and the schematics of
the new inner chamber can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 6: Original (left) and new (right) inner chambers
The reduced volume of the inner chamber allowed for the raising of the maximum
peak chamber pressure from 80,000 psi to over 90,000 psi. The removal of the fiberglass
conducting plates from the design also removed the need for crafting new conducting
plates every few tests as well. This is due to the fact that the fiberglass backing of the
conducing plates would slightly pyrolyze during tests, causing wear that would require
replacement after two or three tests. The removal of the fiberglass trays prevented this
possible contamination of the test results.
In order to control the contents of the test gas, a metering system was designed
and constructed to measure the flow rates of the various component gases. The test gas
metering system for the ballistic compressor was constructed with three flowmeters,
making it possible to create practically any oxidizer condition desired for combustion
tests using the ballistic compressor. Figure 7 below is a picture of the test gas metering
system, re-plumbed to connect a standard air tank straight through for characterization
testing. Details of the flowmeters used can be found in the diagnostics section.
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Figure 7: Test Gas Metering System
Final Checkout Tests
Following the commission and installation of the new inner chamber, a fresh set
of inert and combustion validation tests was conducted to ensure the functionality of the
new design.

Due to tighter tolerances on the window assembly sealing surfaces and the

removal of the electrode ports, the sealing capability was greatly improved, and inert
testing demonstrated the ability to achieve maximum test pressures in excess of 80,000
psi. Inert testing at higher pressures was not conducted to avoid the possibility of crack
initiation.
The combustion validation tests indicated an issue with the temperatures recorded
by the three-color pyrometer. According to the gray-body assumption, the temperatures
calculated from the ratios of the received light intensity at various frequencies should be
identical; the temperatures shown in Figure 8 clearly contradict this assumption. That the
observed temperatures can vary by over 2000 degrees indicates either that there is a
severe flaw in the setup of the three-color pyrometer or that the emission of aluminum
particles at high pressures is highly wavelength-dependent. Possible explanations for
these discrepancies include damage to the fiber-optic cable of the three-color pyrometer
and a problem with the equipment used to calibrate the pyrometer, among others.
Budgetary considerations and time constraints prevented a thorough analysis of this
problem.
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Figure 8: Observed combustion temperatures of 9 μm Al particles
Due to the difficulties with the temperature measurements, it was decided to
exchange the 750 nm bypass filter for a 485 nm bypass filter, since aluminum monoxide
(AlO) usually appears at the onset of ignition of Al particles, and strongly emits in this
wavelength [47]. By comparing the observed light intensities at 485 and 660 nm, it
should be possible to determine if AlO formation is actually occurring. Should it be later
discovered the temperature differentials seen in Figure 8 were due to a procedural error in
the data analysis rather than a fundamental error, it would still be possible to deduce
temperature data using the 660 and 850 nm channels.
Diagnostics
The diagnostic tools installed on the ballistic compressor that are used for this
experiment fall into two categories: control diagnostics and investigative diagnostics.
The control diagnostics are used to properly set the initial conditions of the ballistic
compressor, while the investigative diagnostics are used to collect data during the
experiment itself.
The instruments used for control diagnostics include two Setra 206 pressure
transducers, an example of which is seen in Figure 9. These two transceivers are located
at pressure taps in the internal gas reservoir and the main gas reservoir. The Setra 206s
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used on the ballistic compressor are rated to 3000 psi for the main gas reservoir and 5000
psi for the internal gas reservoir, which is an order of magnitude higher than the
characteristic pressure at these locations, which is on the order of 500 psi. The Setra 206
pressure transducers have a margin of error of less than 1% over the pressure range that
they will be used for [51], allowing for an accurate determination of the initial main
reservoir pressure. These pressure transducers have a slow response time (~5 ms) when
compared with the main pressure event, and will not be useful for collecting data during
the experiment, but since their primary purpose is the setting of the initial conditions,
their response time is sufficient for their intended use.

Figure 9: Setra 206 pressure transducer [51]
Other instruments for control diagnostics include the flowmeters used in the test
gas metering system and a 24V trigger signal to provide a firing time in the collected
data. The flowmeters are Brooks Instruments Model 5811 mass flowmeters, which are
capable of flow rates up to 100 standard liters/min, with an accuracy of ±1%. [52] These
flowmeters can be seen as part of the test gas metering system in Figure 7.
The instruments used for investigative diagnostics are two PCB 109C12
piezoelectric pressure transducers and a three-color pyrometer. The pressure transducers
are located at two pressure taps, one in the transition section and another in the test
section, and monitor the pressure in the test section during the main event. The threecolor pyrometer is located next to the ballistic compressor, and a fiber-optic cable
connects the pyrometer to the light pickup, which is placed in the window holder in the
test section.
The PCB 109C12 pressure transducers are rated to a measured pressure range of
100,000 psi and a maximum allowable pressure of 125,000 psi, and have a response time
of less than 2 μs. [53] The fast response time ensures that the pressure transducers will
capture the entire event, and the desired peak pressures of the experiment are within the
measured pressure range, making the PCB pressure transducers well suited for their
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intended purpose. A picture of a PCB 109C11 pressure transducer, which is externally
identical to the 109C12, is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: PCB 109C11 pressure transducer (externally identical to 109C12 PT used)
[53]
The three-color pyrometer is used to determine particle temperature, ignition
timing, and burn duration. The pyrometer is composed of a fiber-optic cable with optical
pickup that is connected to the window assembly on the ballistic compressor and directs
the light emitted by the particles to three photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), each of which
has a different bandpass filter attached.
The PMTs used by the HPCL are Hamamatsu H8249-102 photosensor modules.
These PMTs have a spectral response of 185 to 900 nm, and a frequency bandwidth from
DC to 200 kilohertz [54], which makes them perfectly suitable for the experiments. The
bandpass filters are centered around 850 nm, 660 nm, and 485 nm. The 485 nm filter was
chosen because it sits right in the middle of the AlO emission band, and thus will be
useful for confirming the presence of AlO, while the other two were chosen to be well
clear of the AlO emission spectra and provide a temperature measurement, as well as an
intensity measurement to compare against the 485 nm signal.
All data produced by the investigative and control diagnostics, with the exception
of the flowmeter signals, are recorded by a Nicolet Vision data acquisition system
(DAQ), a portable DAQ with sixteen data acquisition channels that is capable of
recording 100,000 samples per second, which is sufficient for the time scales involved.
The signals from the flowmeters are captured by the DAQ, but are not recorded as they
are only used for determining the ratio of gases in the test gas mixture and are not
running during the test itself.
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Aluminum Test Samples
Five different types of energetic particles were used during the validation and
implementation of the HPCL ballistic compressor for the study of energetic particle
combustion, and one type of inert particle was used as a control during the study. The
different particle types are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of Al particles used in ballistic compressor tests
Material
Al
Al
Al w/ 5 wt% Ni coating
Al w/ 5 wt% Ni coating
Al
Al2O3

Shape
Round
Round
Round
Round
Flake
Rough

Nominal Diameter
32 μm
9 μm
32 μm
9 μm
16 μm x 200 nm
9 μm

Supplier
Technion
Technion
Technion
Technion
Silberline
Micro Abrasives

The four particle types from Technion were supplied to HPCL by Prof. Alon
Gany and Dr. Valery Rosenband of Technion of Israel and are the energetic particles
used for this energetic combustion study. The nominal diameters listed in Table 2
represent the mean diameter of the supplied particles.

The actual particle size

distributions for the 32 and 9 μm Al particles are shown in Figure 11. The “… 32 μm
particles have been well characterized as diffusion limited…,” while the “9 μm particles
[lie] in the transitional region between kinetically controlled and diffusion controlled
combustion….” [55] By using these particle sizes, this allows for a comparison of the
effects of the extreme test conditions achieved by the ballistic compressor, as well as the
nickel coating’s effect, on Al combustion when governed by different phenomena.
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Figure 11: Particle size distribution for 9 and 32 μm Technion Al particles
Dr. Bangzhi Lio of the Material Characterization Lab at Penn State University
collected several micrographs of the Al particles, one of which is seen below as Figure
12, which shows a large number of nominally 9 μm Ni-coated Al particles. The particles
are not necessarily spherical in shape, but have a rounded profile that, in the aggregate,
can be approximated as spherical particles. The large size distribution is also clearly
visible in Figure 12.

Figure 12: SEM micrograph of 9 μm Ni-coated Al particles
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The Silberline flakes are SilBerCote PC 8602X aluminum flakes which are “…
inorganically surface treated, fine particle size, high purity, silver dollar aluminum
[flakes]…,” [56] industrially used for pigment applications. As listed above, these flakes
have a nominal diameter of 16 μm and a nominal cross-section of 200 nm. These
particles were not used for scientific research, but rather as an economical alternative to
the Technion flakes for use during the validation testing of the new test section of the
ballistic compressor.
The inert particles used to establish a baseline for the observed light intensities
from the reactive particles were Microgrit LPA aluminum oxide powder, which is “…a
brown aluminum oxide powder sized to fall within the most exacting standards for
precision lapping and optical finishing powders.” [57] As described in Table 2, the
nominal diameter of the Al2O3 particles is 9 μm. These particles were used solely for
getting a background light intensity signal to compare against the light intensity from the
reactive particles.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion
Test Matrix
In order to explore the behavior of aluminum particles at elevated temperatures
and pressures, a test matrix of various pressures and particles was designed. The particles
used for the experiments are the same as discussed earlier. The test matrix is shown in
Table 3 below.
Table 3: Test Matrix
9 μm Ni‐Coated

9 μm Uncoated

32 μm Ni‐Coated

32 μm Uncoated

9 μm Al2O3

20 kpsi

5

5

5

5

2

40 kpsi

2

2

3

3

1

60 kpsi

2

2

3

3

1

All tests were conducted with a test gas of standard dry air at atmospheric
pressure. The lower number of 9 μm tests run at higher pressures is because it was
expected that the 9 μm particles would ignite reliably at the higher pressures irrespective
of the nickel coating, and that the 32 μm particles would provide more interesting results.
Pmax = 20 kpsi Experiments
As can be seen in Figure 13 below, the pressure traces are very repeatable, with
the average maximum pressure coming to 21,340 ± 310 psi. This is slightly higher than
the model prediction of 20 kpsi, which is in line with the approx. 5-10% under-prediction
of the maximum pressure given by the ballistic compressor model. Because of this
repeatability, all later graphs contain one representative pressure curve from that set of
experiments as a reference trace for the light intensity measurements.

All time

measurements were taken with the maximum chamber pressure as the zero time point.
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Figure 13: Pressure-Time traces of 22 tests at 20 kpsi
The 9 μm Al2O3 particle tests at 20 kpsi are shown in Figure 14, where Figure 14
shows the light intensity at 485 nm. The late peak for Experiment 3 (green line) in Figure
14 is believed to be due to contaminants such as the grease used on the O-rings to aid
sealing. This problem was believed to be eliminated for all later tests. It is important to
note that the light intensity scale on the right side of the graph is far lower than those
observed intensities from reactive particles, thus indicating particle ignition of Al
particles.
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Figure 14: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm Al2O3 particles at 20 kpsi
The 9 μm uncoated Al particle tests at 20 kpsi are shown in Figure 15 below,
which shows the light intensity at 485 nm. In Figure 15, we can see that the intensities
are highly non-repeatable between experimental runs. This is believed to be due to
several factors. First, the weight of particles placed into the test chamber varied slightly
from test to test, with the weight averaging about 30 mg per test. Second, the placement
of particles inside the test chamber could not be exactly replicated from test to test, thus
changing how the particles would be entrained into the test gas in the chamber. Third,
and the most significant, is that in practically all of the tests, several particles would end
up burning on the surface of the sacrificial window. However, the number of particles
that would end up burning on the surface of the window varied heavily from one test to
another. Since much more of the light emitted by a particle on the window surface will
be picked up by the optics than the light from a particle on the opposite side of the test
chamber, the light intensity can vary substantially from test to test due to these variations.
Two pictures of sacrificial windows with burned particles etched into the surface are
included later in this thesis.
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Figure 15: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm uncoated Al particles at 20 kpsi
In Figure 15, Experiments 1 and 2 have a very low signal-to-noise ratio because
the appropriate neutral-density filter had yet to be selected for the sensitivity settings of
the pyrometer. The high intensity of Experiment 12 is believed to be due to the abovementioned problem with particles on the surface of the window. The abnormally low
light intensity of Experiment 17 has as yet no good explanation, however. The most
likely answer is that the particles simply were not in viewing range of the window during
most of the test. The twin-peak effect of the intensity traces of many of the experiments
is believed to be due to the retreating piston pulling a high number of particles across the
viewing area of the test chamber, thus increasing the observed light intensity.
The 9 μm Ni-coated Al particle tests at 20 kpsi are shown in Figure 16, which
shows the light intensity at 485 nm. In this figure, Experiments 13, 15, and 16 have
similar intensities and ignition timing. Experiment 4, by comparison, has a much lower
and later intensity curve, and Experiment 7 has a significantly higher intensity curve.
Upon disassembly of the sapphire window assembly after Experiment 7, a high number
of particles were found behind the sacrificial window, indicating that the high intensity
was likely due to particles burning inside the window assembly.

Because of this

contamination, it was decided to not include Experiment 7 in Figure 16. After this
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experiment, the assembly technique for the window assembly was altered to minimize
any dead space between the primary and sacrificial window assemblies.
If we discount the highest and lowest intensity experiments from both the Nicoated and uncoated test results, the Ni-coated particles ignited significantly earlier (and
therefore at a lower ignition temperature) than the uncoated particles. They also had a
much higher observed light intensity. This is believed to be due to the fact that the
particles used for the tests are a distribution of particles of varying sizes, with the modal
size being the one listed.

It is believed that only the smaller particles of the size

distribution burned during the uncoated tests, with a larger group of particles burning
during the Ni-coated particle tests.

Figure 16: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 20 kpsi
The 32 μm uncoated Al particle tests are shown in Figure 17, which displays the
observed light intensity at 485 nm. Figure 18 shows a sacrificial sapphire window after
several tests of 32 μm uncoated particles.
The main thing of note in Figure 17 is the low light intensity scale on the right
side. The low values seen indicate that only the very smallest particles in the particle
distribution are burning. While the light intensity is, once again, very non-repeatable, the
ignition timing is much more constant between experiments.
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Figure 17: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 32 μm uncoated Al particles at 20 kpsi
The surface of the sacrificial window, seen in Figure 18 below, shows erosion at
the center of the window, which is the section through which the test chamber is viewed.
This is believed to be due to burning particles hitting the window and eroding the surface.
Due to the cost of the sapphire sacrificial windows and the drastic difference in intensity
levels between experiments, it was decided that if the erosion on the surface of the
window was minor, then the same sacrificial window would be retained for subsequent
tests. The window viewed in Figure 18 was used for Experiments 18, 19, and 20.
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Figure 18: Deposition of burned particles on sacrificial sapphire window disassembled
after three 32 μm uncoated Al particle tests at 20 kpsi
The 32 μm Ni-coated Al particle tests at 20 kpsi are shown in Figure 19, which
displays the light intensity at 485 nm. Figure 20 shows a sacrificial window after a single
test of 32 μm Ni-coated particles.
When compared with the light intensities in Figure 17, the light intensities in
Figure 19 are far higher, even discounting the extremely high peak from Experiment 14.
This would indicate that a much more substantial section of the particle distribution
underwent combustion when the particles were nickel-coated.

However, the light

intensities are lower, on average, than those seen by the 9 μm particles in Figure 16,
which suggests that a smaller section of the particle distribution burned during the 32 μm
tests. The ignition timing seen in Figure 19 is earlier than that in Figure 17, as well,
indicating that the Ni-coated particles have a lower ignition temperature than the
uncoated particles. The height of the light intensity peak from Experiment 14 was due to
an unusually large collection of particles on the surface of the window. The erosion on
the window can be seen in Figure 20 below.
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Figure 19: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 32 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 20 kpsi
When compared to the sacrificial window in Figure 18, the sacrificial window
seen in Figure 20 has one very interesting difference, which is the color of the residue.
The residue in Figure 20 has a dark color that could be indicative of the presence of a
nickel oxide compound.

Figure 20: Deposition of burned particles on sacrificial sapphire window disassembled
after 32 μm Ni-coated Al particle test at 20 kpsi
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Pmax = 40 kpsi Experiments
As can be seen in Figure 21 below, the pressure traces are once again very
repeatable, with the average maximum pressure coming to 39,930 ± 887 psi. When
calculating the driver pressure necessary to achieve 40 kpsi, the slight under-prediction of
the ballistic compressor model was taken into account to generate a more accurate
chamber pressure. Because the pressure curves are so repeatable, all future graphs will
show one representative pressure curve from that set of experiments as a reference trace
for the light intensity and light intensity ratio measurements.

Figure 21: Pressure-Time traces of 11 tests at 40 kpsi
The 9 μm Al2O3 particle test at 40 kpsi is displayed in Figure 22 and Figure 23,
where Figure 22 shows the light intensity at 485 nm, and Figure 23 shows the ratio
between the recorded intensities at 485 and 660 nm. The intensity of the signal in Figure
22, as seen on the right side of the image, is far lower than any of the reactive tests, and
demonstrates that the background noise is substantially lower than the signal from the
reactive tests.
The light intensity ratio trace in Figure 23 is constantly below 1, which would be
logical for inert non-reactive particles. According to Wien’s distribution law, the thermal
energy emitted by a particle at a given wavelength is a function of the temperature of the
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black body, Planck’s constant, Boltzmann’s constant, and the speed of light. If the
emissions at 485 nm and 660 nm are set equal to each other and the Wien approximation
solved for the temperature necessary to achieve this, the result is a surface temperature of
5106 K. At the maximum pressure achievable by the ballistic compressor, the gas
temperature falls far short of this value. Therefore, if the light intensity ratio approaches
or exceeds unity, then another phenomenon other than blackbody radiation, such as the
formation of AlO, must be the cause. These comparisons have not been made for the
tests at 20 kpsi due to low signal-to-noise ratios that prevented the drawing of any
conclusions from the data.

Figure 22: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm Al2O3 particles at 40 kpsi
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Figure 23: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 9 μm Al2O3 particles at 40 kpsi
The 9 μm uncoated Al particle tests at 40 kpsi are shown in Figure 24 and Figure
25, where Figure 24 shows the light intensity at 485 nm and Figure 25 shows the ratio
between the observed intensities at 485 and 660 nm. The intensities in Figure 24, while
having a difference between them of nearly an order of magnitude, have practically
identical ignition timing. The strength of the observed light intensities are of similar
values to the 20 kpsi tests, as well.
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Figure 24: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm uncoated Al particles at 40 kpsi
The light intensity ratio traces seen in Figure 25 show a light intensity ratio of
approximately one at the beginning of the trace, and then decrease towards a value
similar to that seen in the inert particles. Due to the low signal levels at low pressures,
the light intensity ratio displayed extremely high noise on both sides of the pressure peak,
and can be ignored.
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Figure 25: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 9 μm uncoated Al particles at 40 kpsi
The 9 μm Ni-coated Al particle tests at 40 kpsi are displayed in Figure 26 and
Figure 27, where Figure 26 shows the light intensity at 485 nm and Figure 27 shows the
ratio between the observed intensities at 485 and 660 nm.
The light intensity traces in Figure 26 are slightly later than the majority of the
traces from the 20 kpsi tests, seen in Figure 16, but significantly earlier and stronger than
the traces seen in Figure 24 above. The traces for the 40 kpsi tests would logically be
later than the 20 kpsi traces, as the pressure rise starts later and is much faster in the 40
kpsi tests, as can be seen from the pressure-time plots. The fact that the intensity traces
for the Ni-coated particles are much stronger than their uncoated counterparts is similar
to the results from the 20 kpsi tests, as well.
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Figure 26: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 9 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 40 kpsi
The light intensity ratio traces seen in Figure 27 start off with a value greater than
1, indicating the formation of aluminum monoxide (AlO) during particle ignition and
combustion, but then rapidly decline to a value very similar to the light intensity ratios of
the inert particles – most likely indicating that the particles burned out quickly and then
radiated excess energy in a manner more consistent with the blackbody radiation curve.
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Figure 27: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 9 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 40 kpsi
The 32 μm uncoated Al particle tests are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29, where
Figure 28 shows the light intensity at 485 nm, and Figure 29 shows the ratio between the
observed intensities at 485 and 660 nm.
The light intensity traces in Figure 28 are higher than their 20 kpsi counterparts in
Figure 17 by nearly an order of magnitude, indicating that far more particles burned
during the 40 kpsi tests than during the 20 kpsi tests, which is to be expected. The
recorded light intensity traces are also higher than the 9 μm uncoated particles at 40 kpsi,
as seen in Figure 24. This is a counterintuitive result, which should be examined in
greater detail in the future.
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Figure 28: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 32 μm uncoated Al particles at 40 kpsi
The light intensity ratio traces in Figure 29 share the same pattern as the other 40
kpsi traces; namely, starting off with a value higher than one and decreasing over time to
a level similar to that of the inert particles. This ratio once again indicates the formation
of AlO during ignition and combustion of Al particles.

Figure 29: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 32 μm uncoated Al particles at 40 kpsi
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The 32 μm Ni-coated Al particle tests at 40 kpsi are displayed in Figure 30 and
Figure 31, where Figure 30 shows the light intensity at 485 nm, and Figure 31 shows the
ratio between the observed intensities at 485 and 660 nm.
The observed light intensities from the 32 μm Ni-coated Al particles varied
widely, with nearly two orders of magnitude difference in signal strength between the
strongest and weakest signals. In order to clearly see the ignition timing in a single graph
with a linear light intensity scale, it was necessary to multiply the values for Experiments
27 and 28 to have them fit clearly on the plot, as can be seen in the plot legend in Figure
30. Because of this huge variation, it is effectively impossible to draw any conclusions
by comparing these intensity values with the 32 μm uncoated Al particle intensity traces
in Figure 28. However, the ignition timing for the Ni-coated particles is noticeably, if
only slightly, sooner than the ignition for the uncoated particles, and this time difference
is repeatable between tests, as shown in Figure 30 and Figure 28.

Figure 30: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 32 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 40 kpsi
Although the light intensity ratio traces shown in Figure 31 have a poorer signalto-noise ratio than the other 40 kpsi tests, the traces follow the same pattern seen in the
previous 40 kpsi experiments, with a light intensity ratio exceeding unity at first, and then
steadily dropping to a value similar to that of the inert particles, as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 31: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 32 μm Ni-coated Al particles at 40 kpsi
60 kpsi Experiments
Due to damage incurred on one of the primary windows, the 60,000 psi
experiments were cut short after one run of each of the 32 μm particles. A photograph of
the damage is shown below as Figure 32. The damage to the sapphire window was not
due to a sealing failure within the window assembly, as the damage to the primary
window occurred before the first sealing O-ring.
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Figure 32: Crack in primary sapphire window
This damage was unexpected, as the sacrificial window was expressly placed in
between the primary window and the test environment so that it would fail before any
damage to the primary window would occur; however, in this case, the sacrificial
window failed to protect the primary window.

Because of the damage to the primary

sapphire window, it was decided to suspend any higher-pressure tests until a thorough reexamination of the sapphire window assembly design could be conducted.
As can be seen in Figure 33 below, the peak pressure of the traces begins to lose
its repeatability at the higher pressures.

The pressure-time traces also diverge

significantly from the theoretical pressure-time curve on the decompression stroke,
showing a noticeable double-peak shape instead of the smooth curve predicted by the
ballistic compressor model. As this twin-peak effect did not occur with the capped
transition section inert tests, and this pressure-time trace shape was seen with both the
original levitation system and the revised inner chamber component, it is believed that
what is occurring is that the test gas is becoming temporarily trapped behind various seals
during the end of the compression stroke, causing the pressure in the test section to drop
faster than would normally be the case during the decompression stroke. Due to the
suction formed by the retreat of the free piston, the gas trapped behind the seals then
recombines with the gas in the test chamber, causing the second pressure spike.
While the ballistic compressor in its current configuration is not capable of
precisely replicating the peak pressures at 60 kpsi and above, the pressure rise does
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appear to be repeatable from one test to another, and since the particles are expected to
ignite during the compression stroke if they are going to ignite at all, the repeatability of
the maximum pressure from one test to another is of secondary importance.

Figure 33: Pressure-Time traces for 2 experiments at 60 kpsi and theoretical model
Because only two tests at 60 kpsi were conducted, one test of the 32 μm Ni-coated
particles and one test of the 32 μm uncoated particles, it was decided to combine the 485
nm light intensity-time plots of the Ni-coated and uncoated particles into one plot, seen in
Figure 34. Because of a large difference in the observed light intensities, the trace for the
uncoated particles has been multiplied by a factor of 10, as noted in the legend. Because
only one run was conducted with each particle, and considering the wide variance of
intensities at lower pressure levels, no conclusions may be drawn from a comparison of
the intensity magnitudes; however, the difference in ignition timing is still present, with
the nickel-coated particles igniting slightly sooner than the uncoated particles.
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Figure 34: Light Intensity at 485 nm of 32 μm Al particles, both Ni-coated (C) and
uncoated (UC) at 60 kpsi
For similar reasons as Figure 34, the light intensity ratio traces of both the nickelcoated and uncoated 32 μm particles were combined into one plot, seen in Figure 35.
Unfortunately, due to the damage to the primary window and the decision to halt testing
at 60 kpsi, there is no baseline of 9 μm Al2O3 at equivalent testing conditions to compare
to. If we take the 40 kpsi inert particle test as a baseline, we see that the 32 μm Al
particles in the 60 kpsi tests followed the same pattern as the lower pressure tests, by
starting with a high ratio and decaying with time to a value similar to that of the inert
particles before noise overwhelms the signal.
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Figure 35: 485/660 nm Light Intensity Ratio of 32 μm Al particles, both Ni-coated (C)
and uncoated (UC) at 60 kpsi
Since the information desired about the burning particles is during the
compression stroke, and there is very little difference between the pressure curves on the
compression stroke of the 40 and 60 kpsi tests, the value of tests at the higher pressure is
somewhat questionable, as all of the desired information can be gathered at lower
maximum pressures.
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5. Conclusions
Ignition Timing
A summary of ignition times of the various particles is shown in Table 4, where
all times are expressed as ms before peak pressure; thus, a larger value indicates an
earlier ignition. From this table, it can be seen that the Ni-coated particles routinely
ignite sooner than their uncoated counterparts.
Table 4: Ignition Times (Expressed as Before Peak Pressure) for Reactive Particles
Pmax
20 kpsi
40 kpsi
60 kpsi

9 μm Ni‐coated
Al particles
1.24 ms
0.89 ms
‐

9 μm Uncoated
Al particles
0.48 ms
0.50 ms
‐

32 μm Ni‐coated
Al particles
0.59 ms
0.52 ms
0.50 ms

32 μm Uncoated
Al particles
0.42 ms
0.43 ms
0.42 ms

Effect of Particle Size (9 μm vs 32 μm)
The 9 μm Al particles were observed to ignite sooner than their 32 μm
counterparts regardless of coating or maximum pressure of the test. This is due to the
increased specific surface area of the smaller particles, which allows for more efficient
energy transfer from the compressed gas. Due to the high amount of scatter associated
with the light intensities, any definitive statement comparing the observed light intensities
of 9 μm versus 32 μm cannot be made with any certainty. A statement on a difference of
ignition temperature between the two particle sizes cannot be made with any certainty, as
the larger particles would require longer to reach a given temperature than their shorter
brethren. This makes these results difficult to compare to previous investigations at
lower pressures.
Effect of Nickel Coating (Ni-Coated vs Uncoated Particles)
The Ni-coated Al particles were observed to ignite sooner than their uncoated Al
counterparts regardless of size or maximum pressure of the test. In 4 of the 5 test
conditions, the Ni-coated particles displayed higher average intensities. The fact that the
nickel particles ignited sooner (thus indicating a lower ignition temperature) qualitatively
agrees with previous investigations run at lower pressures.
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Effect of Maximum Chamber Pressure (20 vs 40 vs 60 kpsi)
The observed light intensities at 40 kpsi were on the whole higher than those at 20
kpsi, which is logical.

The difference in intensities is especially pronounced when

comparing the 32 μm uncoated particles during the 20 and 40 kpsi experiments. The
ignition timing for the 40 kpsi tests was later than that of the 20 kpsi tests, which again is
logical, considering the increased momentum of the free piston, which would tend to
shorten the compression cycle.
Because of how few tests were run at 60 kpsi, any comparison between the
observed intensities at 60 kpsi and 40 kpsi would be invalid; however, the ignition timing
was practically identical to the 40 kpsi tests. This indicates that since the information
desired about the burning particles is during the compression stroke, and there is very
little difference between the pressure curves on the compression stroke of the 40 and 60
kpsi tests, the value of tests at the higher pressure is somewhat questionable, as all of the
desired information can be gathered at lower maximum pressures.
AlO Formation
The 485/660 nm light intensity ratio traces from the reactive products were often
much higher than those of the inert particles, which is indicative of the production of AlO
during combustion. However, due to the problems with using the photomultiplier tubes
as a pyrometer to measure temperature, the possibility of a systematic fault somewhere in
the pyrometer cannot be ruled out. Therefore, a high-speed spectrometer would be
necessary to confirm the production of AlO.
Future Work with Current Equipment
Due to the large disparity between the results of the 20 kpsi and 40 kpsi
experiments, it is recommended that a series of experiments at 30,000 psi be conducted in
order to properly investigate the ignition characteristics of the 32 μm uncoated particles
as compared with the 32 μm Ni-coated particles. It is also recommended that a series of
tests at 20, 30, and 40 kpsi be conducted in oxidizer-deficient atmospheric conditions (for
simulating the post-detonation environment from a TBX blast), as well as oxidizer-rich
conditions (for simulating particles being driven ahead of the blast wave).
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In order to improve the ignition delay timing, it is advised that the aluminum
particles be run through a series of sieves to achieve better particle distributions than
those shown in Figure 11. This will also allow for the use of other sizes of particles in an
effort to more fully observe the shift from kinetic to diffusion-limited combustion as a
function of pressure.
Possible Additions and Changes
Due to problems encountered with the sapphire windows during the tests at
60,000 psi, the window assembly will need to be redesigned in order to handle higher
pressures than it currently is capable of. Preliminary designs for a new window assembly
feature a much smaller sacrificial window and a highly tapered primary sapphire window
behind the sacrificial window; however, this concept will require a full analysis of
thermal and pressure loading to determine its feasibility before a new window assembly
can be commissioned.
Due to the difficulties in measuring the particle temperature, as seen in Figure 8, it
is proposed that a high-speed spectrometer be used to determine the frequency
distribution of the light produced by the burning aluminum particles. This would allow
the determination of the wavelength dependency of the emitted light, and by comparing
this with the blackbody radiation curve, a particle temperature can then be determined.
Should the emitted light from the aluminum combustion prove to not be wavelengthdependent at the frequencies used, then a thorough analysis of the three-color pyrometer
is in order.
In order to separate the heating rate from the maximum pressure, it is possible to
use several different weights of free pistons to adjust the duration of the pressure event
without significantly altering the maximum pressure or temperature. A heavier piston
was used for this project in order to maximize the heat transfer into the particles, but a
new piston of lighter mass could be used in future experiments to achieve a higher heat
transfer rate. By comparing the tests with heavier and lighter pistons, a systematic study
of the effect of heating rate on the combustion of the aluminum particles can be
conducted.
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Appendix A – Inner Chamber Design Drawing
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Appendix B – Test Procedures
Assembly of Window Assembly
1. Use 0.375″ reamer to clean interior of window holder. Chips can develop on the
edges of the o-ring groves and block the insertion of windows.
2. Insert sacrificial window into window holder.

Tap the exterior of the window

assembly window holder bottom while gently pushing on the outer rim of the window
to push it down to the bottom of the window holder.
3. Insert 012 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Window Assembly” O-ring
bag into the lowest O-ring groove inside of the window holder using the O-ring tool
shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Photograph of O-ring insertion tool
4. Insert a primary window into the window holder. Push into contact with sacrificial
window (vise and aluminum blank may be necessary). Check for O-ring damage. If
visibly damaged remove windows and O-ring; replace O-ring and try inserting
primary window again.
5. Insert 012 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Window Assembly” O-ring
bag into higher O-ring groove using the O-ring tool.
6. Insert a second primary window into window holder. Push into contact with first
primary window (vise and aluminum blank may be necessary). Window top surface
should be close to flush with bottom of 0.787″ diameter hole in window assembly
window holder bottom.

Check for O-ring damage. If visibly damaged remove

window and O-ring; replace O-ring and try inserting primary window again.
7. Place a secondary window into 0.787″ diameter hole of window assembly window
holder bottom.
8. Thread window retainer into window holder.
9. Place 012 Parbak ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Window Assembly” Oring bag into outer O-ring groove on window holder.
10. Place 012 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Window Assembly” O-ring
bag into outer O-ring groove on window holder.
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Test Preparation
1. Ensure that nitrogen gas reservoir bottles and required test gas bottles are sufficiently
filled and connected to their proper systems.
2. Move control panel to a position approximately eight feet from ballistic compressor
near gas reservoir side of the ballistic compressor.
3. Place extension cord with multiple ports near control panel.
4. Plug in control panel.
5. Ensure all Setra pressure transducers are in ports. Setras label Set7, Set8, and PT2
should be located in ports labeled Set7 (gas reservoir interior volume), Set8 (gas
reservoir exterior volume), and PT2 (gas reservoir exit) respectively.
6. Plug in Setras to Setra box located below gas reservoir. Connect Setra “Set7” with
cord labeled “Set7” to port “7” on box. Likewise Connect Setra “Set8” with cord
labeled “Set8” to port “8” on box, and Connect Setra “PT2” with cord labeled “P2” to
port “2” on box.
7. Connect Setra power cord (labeled “Set”) from Setra power port on control panel to
Setra power port on Setra box.
8. Connect gas reservoir solenoid valve power cord (labeled “Valve”) from remote box
power port on control panel to gas reservoir solenoid valve.
9. Ensure PCB pressure transducers are in ports. The ports are labeled on the ballistic
compressor PT3, PT4 (both on compression tube), and PT5 (transition section).
10. Plug PCB micro coaxial cables into input panel of PCB board on control panel.
Cables 3, 4, 5 and 6 should be plugged into ports 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
11. Ensure PCB micro coaxial cables 3 and 4 are also connected to their respective
pressure transducers.
12. Plug in the three gas line solenoid valve power cords (labeled “S”) into test gas line
solenoid valve, gas reservoir exterior volume gas line solenoid valve, gas reservoir
interior volume gas line solenoid valve, and their corresponding ports.
13. Connect a BNC cable (labeled “TR”) to trigger signal port on control panel.
14. Place a stool near the transition section of the ballistic compressor.
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15. Place three-color pyrometer components on stool near transition section of ballistic
compressor.
16. Bring extension cord to three-color pyrometer
17. Plug pyrometer power supply in.
18. Connect pyrometer gain control box into power supply. Red to positive, green to
negative, black to common.
19. With lights off and doors closed, open PMT enclosure and plug in BNC cables
labeled 660, 750, and 850 to PMTs labeled 660, 750, and 850.
20. Turn on pyrometer power supply.
21. Ensure supply of 15 V to pyrometer.
22. Place Nicolet Vision DAQ on control panel.
23. Plug in Nicolet Vision.
24. Connect Nicolet Vision to network with Ethernet cable.
25. Plug Setra BNC cables into Nicolet Vision and Setra box. BNC labeled “2” connects
port “2” on Setra box to channel 10 on Nicolet. BNC labeled “7” connects port “7”
on Setra box to channel 7 on Nicolet. BNC labeled “8” connects port “8” on Setra
box to channel 8 on Nicolet.
26. Plug in PCB cables (labeled “3”, “4”, “5”, and “6”) from output port of PCB board to
Nicolet channel corresponding to the labeled number.
27. Connect Trigger BNC (labeled “TR”) to channel 16 on Nicolet.
28. Connect pyrometer BNC cables to Nicolet, with 660 to channel 11, 750 to channel
12, and 850 to channel 13.
29. Insert piston into upstream end of compression tube.
30. Ensure O-ring is installed on gas-reservoir side of compression tube. If not, install it
from O-ring bag labeled “compression tube”.
31. Install coupling nut between compression tube and gas reservoir.
32. Ensure O-ring is installed on transition-section side of compression tube. If not,
install it from O-ring bag labeled “compression tube”.
33. Screw transition section onto compression tube.
34. Adjust compression tube so that the bolt holes on transition section allow for test
section to be mounted with window assemblies seated horizontally.
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Test Section Installation
1. Place 016 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Electrode” O-ring bag into
O-ring groove on both electrode seals.
2. Place 320 Parbak ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “End Plug” O-ring bag
into O-ring groove on test section end plug.
3. Place 320 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “End Plug” O-ring bag into
O-ring groove on test section end plug.
4. Place 324 Parbak ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Interface” O-ring bag
into O-ring groove on test chamber.
5. Place 324 O-ring (coated with halocarbon grease) from “Interface” O-ring bag into Oring groove on test chamber.
6. Lift test chamber into position behind transition section. Slide test chamber interface
into transition section. Align bolt holes with threaded taps in test chamber. Make
sure window assembly ports are horizontal.
7. Bolt test chamber to transition section.
8. Slide inner chamber into test chamber center.
9. Rotate until window assembly ports on inner chamber are properly aligned with
window assembly ports on test chamber.
10. Insert assembled window assemblies into ports.
11. Slide window assembly window holder top over window retainer and thread into test
section, the piece should thread in completely (use wrench if necessary, do not overly
tighten). Repeat for other window assembly.
12. Insert top and bottom electrode seals into chamber and tighten.
Test Procedure
1. Turn on Nicolet DAQ.
2. Select Nicolet setup “DTRA”.
3. Ensure voltage spans are correctly set on all channels.
4. Log test on data sheet.
5. Turn on main power for control panel and retain arming key.
6. Switch on power to Setra box.
7. Confirm green indicator for Setras.
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8. Switch on power to PCB panel.
9. Open all regulators and close all hand valves to ensure no gas flows when bottles are
opened (gas reservoir solenoid, gas reservoir interior volume, gas reservoir exterior
volume, and all test gas bottles).
10. Open all gas bottles used for test (gas reservoir solenoid, gas reservoir interior
volume, gas reservoir exterior volume, and all test gas bottles).
11. Close gas reservoir solenoid, gas reservoir interior volume, and gas reservoir exterior
volume gas line vents.
12. Close compression tube upstream port hand valve.
13. Set test gas regulator pressures to ensure the proper mixture of test gas is supplied to
compression tube. Use volumetric flow regulators located above test gas bottles to
check. Try to keep gas pressure low (approximately 5 psi).
14. Set gas reservoir solenoid regulator pressure to 2000 psi.
15. Set gas reservoir interior volume regulator pressure to 750 psi.
16. Set gas reservoir exterior volume regulator pressure to 750 psi.
17. Quickly switch on and off the inner volume switch on the control panel to apply a
small amount of back pressure to the gas reservoir piston.
18. Turn on switch for test gas on control panel.
19. Close test gas line vent.
20. Let test gas fill compression tube and vent out of test section for at least five minutes.
21. Install short micro coaxial cable to pressure transducer in test section end plug.
22. Thread micro coaxial cable through test section end plug retainer.
23. Open compression tube upstream port hand valve.
24. Place energetic particle sample in inner chamber.
25. Insert end plug into test chamber central bore.
26. Thread end plug retainer into place.
27. Put back stop into place; ensuring that the PCB cable is not pinched and safely in the
slot in the back stop.
28. Tighten test rig.
29. Running cable through a hole in the enclosure bottom plate; connect PT5 cable
(labeled “5”) to transition section pressure transducer.
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30. Running cable through a hole in the enclosure bottom plate; connect test section PT
cable (labeled “6”) to test section pressure transducer.
31. Insert proper configuration of neutral density filters into window retainer.
32. With lights off, and running bundle through a hole in the enclosure bottom plate,
remove cover on fiber-optic bundle, insert into window assembly, and secure in
place.
33. Place shield to protect fiber-optic cable from test enclosure.
34. Check PCB panel to ensure ports 3, 4, 5, and 6 are working properly.
35. Check all DAQ channels for characteristic signals.
36. Using crane, position enclosure over test section and transition section.
37. Close front panel of enclosure.
38. Open test gas line vent.
39. Switch off test gas solenoid on control panel.
40. Close hand valves or open regulators on test gas bottle.
41. Close compression tube upstream port hand valve.
42. Ensure Annex is clear of bystanders.
43. Switch on inner volume solenoid from control panel.
44. Switch off inner volume solenoid from control panel when Set 7 reads 100 psi above
target gas reservoir exterior volume pressure.
45. Maintain this level until ready to fire with quick toggles of the inner volume switch.
46. Switch on gas reservoir solenoid from control panel.
47. Switch off gas reservoir solenoid from control panel when Set 8 reads target gas
reservoir exterior volume pressure.
48. Make firing announcement.
49. Insert arming key into control panel.
50. Press record on Nicolet.
51. Turn arming key.
52. Toggle firing switch.
53. Turn off arming key and remove from control panel.
54. Stop recording on Nicolet.
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55. Close all gas bottles (gas reservoir solenoid, gas reservoir interior volume, gas
reservoir exterior volume, and all test gas bottles).
56. Open all line vents.
57. Quickly toggle all gas line solenoids from control panel to vent regulator pressure.

Post Test
1. Save test data.
2. Record data file on datasheet.
3. Use crane to remove enclosure from test rig.
4. Disconnect PT5 cable.
5. Disconnect test section PT cable.
6. With lights off, remove fiber-optic bundle from window assembly and cover end with
electrical tape.
7. Loosen test rig.
8. Remove backstop.
9. When gas has vented; remove end plug retainer.
10. Disconnect micro coax from test section PT.
11. Remove window assemblies. Be careful to not drop out neutral density filters.
12. Remove neutral density filters from window assemblies.
13. Un-bolt test chamber.
14. Remove test chamber from transition section.
15. Remove end plug by gently tapping head with a rod place through front of test
chamber.
16. Remove inner chamber.
17. Unscrew transition section from compression tube.
18. Using crane remove transition section from test rig.
19. Remove free piston from compression tube.
20. Clean free piston.
21. Clean compression tube.
22. Insert piston in compression tube.
23. Using ramming swab, push piston back down compression tube until it stops.
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24. Clean transition section.
25. Replace transition section on test rig.
26. Screw transition section onto compression tube.
27. Adjust compression tube so that the bolt holes on transition section allow for test
section to be mounted with window assemblies seated horizontally.
28. Clean test chamber and components.
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